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The gap is narrowing between 
staffing success and failure. 
By 2030, the global temporary staffing market is expected to 

eclipse $130 billion, up from $90 billion in 2021. 

As organizations rely on more and more contingent workers 

— both 1099 (gig workers) and W2s who work on a temporary 

or on-demand basis — the payroll landscape is evolving to 

support them. In addition to mounting regulatory pressures 

around worker classification, tech-enabled platforms have 

emerged to address temporary staffing payroll needs, meeting 

workers where they are with modern, fintech-powered solutions 

with rapid payouts.

Take healthcare staffing, for example. According to Everee’s 

2024 Healthcare Staffing Report, 66% of healthcare workers 

live paycheck to paycheck. That being the case, it comes as no 

surprise that 80% of healthcare professionals want faster pay 

— to the point that 68% of them would choose a job that paid 

them within 24 hours over one that didn’t.

In the age of Uber and DoorDash, workers have grown to expect 

instant payouts. Believe it or not, some healthcare staffing 

companies lose nurses to companies like Amazon because they 

pay faster. 

In other words, staffing companies aren’t just competing with 

each other and against full-time roles. They’re also competing 

against other ways to earn a living.

To win the war for talent, temporary staffing agencies must 

embrace faster payouts with solutions that don’t create more 

operational burden. Otherwise, it’ll get harder and harder to 

operate and turn a profit as workers flee to companies that are 

more forward-thinking with payroll.

This guide examines the current state of payroll for temporary 

and on-demand staffing companies, along with the reasons why 

you need specialized payroll solutions to prepare for the future. 

Staffing companies aren’t just 
competing with each other and 
against full-time roles. They’re also 
competing against other ways            
to earn a living.
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A staffing firm’s tech stack 
plays a central role in improving 
operational efficiency but 
forward-thinking leaders see its 
potential beyond that. 
Divided into three essential areas – front office, middle office, 

and back office – this technology framework shapes your 

operations, from initial client interaction to candidate placement 

to billing. Each area has its own set of tools and tricks, but there’s 

one crucial piece often overlooked in the mix: payroll software. 

The payroll provider you choose is as central to your candidate 

experience as your ATS. Let’s dive into why you can’t afford to 

sideline payroll as just another standalone technology, but rather 

integrate it tightly across your entire office stack. 

Front office
CRM

Payroll as a standalone

ATS

Sales & marketing tools

Middle office
Time & attendance

Scheduling

Compliance

Contract management

Onboarding

Back office
Payroll

HR

Accounting & finance

Billing

Your payroll provider is as central to 
your candidate experience as your ATS.

OLD W
AY
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Front office

The face of your staffing firm, the front office is where client 

relationships are built, and candidates are sourced and 

engaged. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems, 

Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS), and sales and marketing 

tools are the mainstay here. These tools enable seamless 

communication with clients and candidates, efficient tracking of 

leads, and strategic marketing campaigns. 

You might be wondering how payroll fits in here. Historically, 

it hasn’t. But if you choose payroll software that allows workers 

to get paid quickly after a shift, the story changes. Paying faster 

than the competition becomes a compelling narrative to entice 

both clients and candidates. When you can offer same-day or 

instant payments to candidates, it’s a powerful testament to 

your commitment to worker satisfaction and financial well-being. 

You’ll hire more talent and gain the attention of clients that want 

to align themselves with a staffing firm that puts workers first. 

Middle office

The operational hub of staffing firms, the middle office 

encompasses time and attendance tracking, contract 

management, scheduling, compliance, and onboarding 

processes. Here lies the nexus between candidate acquisition 

NEW
 W

AY

Payroll amplifies 
recruiting and 
sales efforts

Payroll tackles 
complex compliance 
needs and 
integrates with time 
and pay rate data

Payroll enables 
faster pay cycles, 
improves working 
capital and has 
flexible pricing model

Middle office
Payroll

Time & attendance

Contract management

Scheduling

Compliance

Onboarding

Back office
Payroll

HR

Accounting & finance

Billing

Front office
Payroll

CRM

Sales & marketing tools

ATS

Payroll powers
every department
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and client fulfillment. Effective middle office technologies 

streamline workflows, ensure regulatory compliance, 

and enhance candidate experience. 

However, without seamless integration with payroll software, 

these processes can become fragmented and inefficient. This is 

why you need to think about how payroll interacts with the 

middle office software, including integrations with time and 

rate data and streamlining the onboarding process. Moreover, 

compliance becomes more manageable when payroll systems 

handle the intricacies of pay-related regulations (like tax and 

overtime calculations) alongside other middle office operations.

Back office

The backbone of administrative operations, the back office 

encompasses payroll, billing, accounting, and HR functions. 

Payroll software within the back office ensures accurate 

and timely payment processing, handles labor compliance, 

and manages employee data. 

Those functions are table stakes for payroll. This guide explores 

how payroll purpose-built for staffing goes beyond these 

standard requirements to deliver innovations that give your firm 

a competitive edge in multiple areas. 
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The state of payroll 
for staffing:

C H A P T E R  T W O

What’s not working
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Payroll can only play a strategic 
role throughout your organization 
if you choose the right software.
The status quo solutions may check some boxes but they aren’t 

game-changers. 

In this section, we examine the current landscape of payroll 

solutions, including legacy software, earned wage access 

(EWA) and pay cards, and payroll and payment API companies, 

and uncover why these solutions often fail to meet the needs of 

staffing companies. 

Legacy payroll software

Legacy payroll software has remained largely stagnant since 

its inception. While it once served as the cornerstone of payroll 

management for staffing companies, its failure to adapt to 

evolving industry needs has left many organizations grappling 

with outdated systems and cumbersome processes.

Legacy payroll Payroll for staffing

Traditional weekly, biweekly, 
monthly pay cycles only

Flexible pay cycles with 
the ability to pay as soon

as time is verified, 
as often as daily (even on 

weekends, holidays)

Corrections are manual
and require support

Simple corrections tool via
API or within the software

Can’t handle multiple pay 
rates in one pay period

Can customize
pay rates shift by shift

Priced per worker in 
the system, even when 

they’re not active

Only charge for workers 
who get paid in a month 
or charge per transaction

Not built with modern 
software means integrations 
are hard or not even offered

Open APIs and prebuilt 
dev tools (like embeddable 

components and white label 
UIs) for easy integration

No working capital support Built-in payroll finance options

Tax filings and overtime 
calculations aren’t 

accurate if worker moves 
locations frequently

Accounts for work location 
by shift so tax filings and 

overtime are accurate

Inflexible timesheet tools Can ingest time 
data from any tool

HOW THEY COMPARE
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Limited flexibility with time tracking, 
corrections and pay rates

Staffing companies have complex time tracking needs. You likely 

require timesheet verification and approval from the back office 

of your agency, as well as your client. Legacy payroll solutions 

have one-size-fits-all time tools and don’t integrate well with 

timesheet software built for staffing. With these solutions falling 

short, it’s all too common to collect time data on paper with a 

copy sent via email or text. 

Payroll software built for staffing plays nice with your existing 

time tracking process. No matter what time tools you use–

whether proprietary to you or a third-party’s–it offers easy ways 

to ingest time data, for instance in bulk upload format via a 

spreadsheet, or APIs to automate the transfer of time data from 

one system to the other. It may also integrate with third-party 

time and scheduling tools that specialize in staffing. 

Another process that’s more critical for staffing firms than other 

businesses is making time and pay corrections. Payroll tools 

purpose-built for staffing make handling corrections a breeze, 

allowing you to quickly fix over- and under-payments and adjust 

taxes accordingly. 

Lastly, most legacy payroll providers have tools for shift 

differentials but can’t account for multiple pay rates during 

Fusion Healthcare Staffing + Everee

Fusion Healthcare Staffing connects healthcare facilities 
with the experts they need to accommodate patients. 
Each month, the company has hundreds of physicians 
on assignment, each of whom is paid as an independent 
contractor. 

When the payroll solution the company was using was 
being deprecated, the Fusion team began looking for a 
new system and ultimately decided to go with Everee, 
which cut payroll processing time in half.

“The biggest benefit has been the ability to 
pay on the same day. I used to always have 
to think and look at the calendar and make 
sure it was a banking day. To have it be the 
same day is really slick.”

Jarin Dana
CFO and director of Fusion Healthcare Staffing

CASE STUDY
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a single pay period. That’s because they built their pay rate 

tools for part-time and salaried employees, not contingent 

staff. Staffing payroll makes it easy for you to drill down to the 

particular shift and set a rate for it. 

Archaic pay cycles

Most payroll software offers weekly pay as the fastest pay cycle. 

Even then, workers are getting paid for work they completed the 

previous week.

Here’s what that might look like: A worker takes shifts 

Monday-Wednesday and completes their timesheet for those 

shifts on Friday. The following Monday, the payroll administrator 

begins the process and runs payroll on Wednesday. The worker 

gets paid that Friday—a full week after they completed 

their timecard. 

This experience is less than ideal for workers. It creates anxieties 

around whether or not their timesheets are received and 

processed correctly, which inevitably leads to a large volume of 

“where’s my money?” calls or emails into your back-office staff. 

The delay in reward for a hard week’s work can disincentivize 

people to pick up more shifts for your company. 

Payroll software built for staffing removes this delay entirely, 

with the ability for pay to be processed and deposited into 

Monday Work Work

Friday Complete timesheet Complete timesheet/
get paid for this week

Tuesday

Wednesday Work Work

Sunday

Thursday

Saturday

Tuesday Work Work

Saturday

Wednesday Admin finishes
payroll process

Thursday

Monday Admin begins
payroll process

Friday Worker gets paid 
for previous week

Sunday

Legacy payroll Payroll for staffing

$

$

STOP THE PAY DELAY
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workers’ accounts on the same day. These solutions may also 

offer alternative deposit methods, like a pay card, that allow for 

payouts on weekends, evenings and holidays. 

That means the worker could get paid on Friday for shifts worked 

that week. When payroll is built for speed, companies can pay 

workers as fast as they can verify hours, creating a competitive 

advantage for hiring and retaining talent to improve fill rates. 

Tax and overtime calculations don’t 
account for multiple work locations

The default rule for state income tax withholding is to deduct 

taxes for the state where the work is done. Almost every 

state expects employers to deduct taxes from the wages 

of employees who work within their borders, even if those 

employees don’t live there or if the employer isn’t based there. 

This can present a challenge for staffing companies that deploy 

workers across multiple states and tax jurisdictions. 

Legacy payroll software hasn’t accounted for staffing use cases. 

For instance, say you own a healthcare staffing agency that’s 

headquartered in Connecticut. You have a nurse who lives in 

Philadelphia and picks up per diem shifts in Pennsylvania and 

New Jersey within the same pay period. Most payroll software 

would default to taking out state and local taxes based on the 

agency’s location, in this case Connecticut, because that’s what 

would appear on the nurse’s profile as the “work address.” 

Payroll built for staffing accounts for the flexibility your agency 

needs when it comes to deploying workers across multiple 

locations. It allows you to set a location for each shift–ensuring 

your tax filings are accurate and you stay compliant. 

The same goes for overtime rules. While there are federally 

mandated overtime rules based on the Fair Labor Standards 

Act (FLSA), individual states may have their own labor laws. 

These state laws can vary significantly in terms of eligibility 

criteria, overtime rates, and other regulations. For example, 

some states have lower thresholds for overtime eligibility 

(e.g., requiring overtime pay when over eight hours are worked 

in a day rather than 40 in a week). 

Overtime calculations get complicated when you have a 

temporary worker taking shifts in multiple states. In the previous 

scenario, let’s say the nurse takes a shift in New York as well. 

New York has a “spread of hours” provision, which requires 

additional pay for non-exempt employees who work more 

than 10 hours in a day (including time off-duty like breaks and 

lunches), regardless of the total hours worked in the workweek.

It’s important to look for payroll providers that have accounted 

for these use cases. If not, your agency could face various 

consequences, including lawsuits by employees and fines or 

penalties imposed by the state.
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Legacy payroll provider: 
Her “work location” is listed as Bridgeport, 
Connecticut based on where the company is 
headquartered. There’s no way for her or her 
company’s payroll admin to add a work location by 
shift. As a result, she doesn’t have taxes taken out 
in states where she legally worked (PA, NJ and NY), 
and she didn’t get a higher pay rate for the last two 
hours of her 12-hour shift in New York, putting her 
company out of compliance and at risk.

With Everee:
Company can assign a location to every shift 
Rachel works. Whenever Rachel enters a new tax 
jurisdiction that she hasn’t worked in before, a new tax 
form is generated for her and she’s alerted. Taxes and 
overtime calculations are correct when working at 
different locations within a pay period. Her various work 
locations are also displayed on her pay stub, keeping 
her company in compliance in states that require it and 
giving her confidence that her pay and withholdings 
are accurate.

Calculating taxes and overtime: A real-life example

Her primary residence: Philadelphia, PA

Rachel is a travel nurse for a company headquartered in Bridgeport, CT. 

Her shift locations: Horsham, PA; Morristown, NJ; New York, NY

OLD WAY

NEW WAY
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Inflexible pricing model and
no consideration for payroll finance

Legacy payroll software charges on a per-worker basis. That’s 

fine when you have a set number of people who work in any 

given month, but that’s not how staffing firms operate. This is 

cost-prohibitive for staffing agencies because you’re stuck 

paying for workers who are inactive at any given point in time. 

If you don’t want to be billed for these workers, you might be 

forced to “separate” them, so they are no longer active in your 

payroll tool, even though they might take a shift the very next 

month. This is a ridiculous administrative hassle just because 

a payroll company hasn’t adapted their pricing model for 

staffing firms.

On the flip side, staffing payroll is priced to meet the unique 

needs of the industry. Your payroll company would only bill you 

for workers that are actively paid within a month, or you could 

choose to pay by the transaction instead of the worker count. 

By the transaction means you pay a small fee for each payment 

sent vs. a set amount per worker–a true only-pay-for-what-you-

use model. 

Another financial shortcoming of traditional payroll providers is 

that they don’t account for working capital struggles in staffing. 

When clients have negotiated extended payment terms of 30 

or 45 days (or sometimes longer!), it can feel impossible to have 

enough cash to cover payroll. 

There’s no shortage of factoring services that support staffing 

companies, but payroll providers that specialize in staffing may 

offer their own payroll finance solutions, like Everee Credit. 
In this case, the payroll company fronts payouts to workers on 

their own credit line and you pay them back on the agreed upon 

repayment schedule, usually for a percentage fee.Staffing payroll is priced to 
meet the unique needs of the 
industry. Your payroll company 
would only bill you for active 
workers or you could pay by 
transaction instead of worker count. 
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Not paying 
for idle staff

Low fee 
per payment

Example

OLD WAY

NEW WAY

NEW WAY

Cut costs with payroll priced for staffing

Total annual savings with payroll for staffing: $96,000 - $120,000

Legacy payroll base pricing

$7
per worker 
per month

2,500
total workers

x = $17,500/month

$210,000/year

Payroll for staffing: Per transaction base pricing

$1.50
per payment

5,000 
payments

x = $7,550/month

$90,000/year

Payroll for staffing: Per active worker base pricing

$10
per worker 
per month

950
workers paid 
in month

x = $9,500/month

$114,000/year

950 actively paid 
last month5,000 total payments 

made in a month2,500 per diem and 
traveling nurses
in payroll software
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EWA apps and pay cards

As dissatisfaction with traditional payroll systems and slow 

pay cycles has escalated in recent years, a slew of earned 

wage access (EWA) apps and instant pay cards have emerged. 

While these solutions may seem like a breath of fresh air, 

these quick-fix remedies fail to address the root cause of the 

problem: outdated payroll infrastructure. 

To give workers the option to get paid faster, some staffing 

companies offer EWA apps, which enable workers to access a 

portion of their earnings ahead of payday.

Operationally, these can be simple to execute if they’re 

integrated with your payroll software. Since payments made 

through these apps are essentially loans to workers — not the 

company — EWA apps don’t create additional cash flow issues 

for organizations.

While these solutions can help workers get paid faster, they don’t 

provide workers with true daily pay — something that 75% of 

all workers want. Workers can only access a portion of their 

earnings early as long as they proactively request it — and are 

willing to pay a fee if the EWA provider levies one. And really, 

who wants to pay to get money they’ve rightfully earned through 

their hard work?

On top of this, if the EWA solution isn’t integrated with 

your payroll system, it’s yet another tool for your back 

office to manage. 

When staffing agencies are losing people to gig economy 

companies, EWA isn’t enough to keep workers happy. 

Uber, DoorDash and other gig giants have created the 

expectation that workers should get paid their full earnings 

as soon as a shift or job is complete. The same can be done 

in temporary and on-demand staffing with the right payroll 

provider, ensuring you’ll never again lose candidates because 

you pay too slowly. 

Like with EWA, instant pay cards are often from a separate 

vendor, which means workers have yet another app they have 

to download and manage. It can also put an unnecessary 

burden on your administrative team to deal with an additional 

relationship and process. 

When staffing agencies are losing 
people to gig economy companies, 
EWA isn’t enough to keep 
workers happy.
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Most of the time, pay cards are free to employers and, in some 

cases, offer the ability for workers to get paid instantly. 

These products don’t give workers the flexibility on how 

they’re paid, though–workers still have to wait for their funds 

(usually for 2-3 business days) if they need money in their bank 

accounts (e.g., to pay rent). 

What’s more, pay cards alone aren’t legally compliant for W-2 

workers–companies must provide W-2s with options on how to 

get paid, including direct deposit. 

Bottom line: Pay cards can be a valuable tool for getting people 

paid faster, but they can’t be the only payment method you offer. 

Staffing payroll offers flexible payment options to match the 

flexible workforces it serves. This means it gives workers the 

ability to choose where they want to receive their funds, and it’s 

a core part of the payroll infrastructure, allowing workers to 

receive all of their earnings as fast as possible without the 

headache of reconciling on a traditional pay cycle.

EWA apps Pay cards

WHY EWA AND PAY CARDS FALL SHORT

Often charge 
workers a fee

Not a compliant solution 
for W-2 workers

Only give workers access 
to a portion of earnings

Workers have to wait 
2-3 days to get earnings 
in their bank accounts

Onus is on workers to 
proactively request funds

Lack flexibility 
workers want

Often a 
separate vendor

Often a  
separate vendor

Pay cards can be a valuable tool for paying people faster if it’s 
not the only option they have. Look for payroll providers that 
have multiple options for how workers can get paid quickly, 

including direct deposits to their bank accounts via same-day 
ACH and instant pay cards. 

Staffing payroll offers flexible 
payment options to match the 
flexible workforces it serves.
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Payroll and payment API companies

You can’t look at the landscape of payroll for staffing without 

talking about solutions for staffing platforms. Traditional staffing 

models are being increasingly replaced or augmented with 

platforms. Staffing Industry Analysts’ 2024 Temporary Staffing 

Platform Update notes that 12 of the top 15 staffing firms now 

have platforms, up from four just five years ago. The update 

states that nearly a quarter of firms plan to implement a 

platform model in the next two years. 

Whether you plan to build a platform, buy out-of-the-box 

software or keep a self-service model but automate certain tasks, 

there’s a role for technology to play in any staffing company. 

Payroll technology presents a key piece of the puzzle–but the 

options vary greatly in terms of resource investment. 

In recent years, several “payroll API” companies have emerged 

with promises to solve payroll problems by letting you 

custom-build solutions to meet your needs.

While these tools offer flexibility and can integrate with existing 

systems — you can build pretty much whatever you want with 

them — they require a lot of pricey development work. It’s not 

uncommon to run into challenges related to data mapping, 

compatibility issues, and system configuration, for example.

Tend + Everee

Tend is an on-demand staffing platform that 
enables businesses to hire experienced hospitality 
professionals on short notice. As companies struggled 
to hire workers in the aftermath of the COVID-19 
pandemic, Tend was looking for a way to differentiate 
its business from competing solutions. CEO and 
Founder Davis Waddell looked for a payment solution 
that would enable Tend to pay workers faster, and 
that’s when he found Everee.

“The number one reason we switched is 
that we needed to figure out a way to pay 
our people much faster or else we weren’t 
going to make it work. Everee has been 
huge. I think it’s a pretty big competitive 
advantage for us. It’s a weapon that we 
are able to utilize against more old-school 
staffing companies and employers.”

Davis Waddell
Founder & CEO of Tend

CASE STUDY
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These solutions also aren’t built with full-service payroll 

capabilities. Organizations that build with these solutions often 

end up with massive overhead costs, like having to hire a tax 

team to calculate, file and remit taxes internally.

There’s also no way to ease into testing if these solutions will 

work for your business. They take an all-or-nothing approach 

since there’s no native app to test drive.

Payment API companies are similar but because they 

don’t have traditional payroll features like a tax engine, 

garnishment support, labor law compliance, PTO 

reporting and more–they aren’t an option if you have W-2 

temporary workers. 

Organizations that build with 
these solutions often end up 
with massive overhead costs, like 
having to hire a tax team to calculate, 
file and remit taxes internally.

giv.care + Everee

As a tech company that connects caregivers with folks 
who need their assistance through mobile technology, 
giv.care puts hundreds of people to work every day. After 
searching the market for a payroll solution that would 
enable them to pay these workers quickly by using APIs 
to automate workflows, they found Everee and haven’t 
looked back since.

“We use Everee’s APIs to manage everything 
when it comes to hours tracking, payroll 
management, and paying out our caregivers. 
It was really easy to integrate into our 
systems...we cut our [onboarding process] 
down to two or three hours.”

DJ Chen
CTO of giv.care

CASE STUDY
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Native app to pilot

Modern REST APIs and webhooks

Detailed API documentation

Ready to use sample code

Simple to deploy embeddable components

White label UIs

Personalized test environment

Tools that speed up 
time to market

Mitigate risk and simplify 
development work with the right 
technology solutions

What staffing firms really need is full-service payroll with prebuilt 

dev tools. This gives you the flexibility to integrate payroll into 

your technology without building it from scratch. 

For example, here’s what this would look like with Everee. 

If you have an app that already includes staff onboarding, 

shift scheduling, assignments and timesheets, you can use 

Everee’s flexible APIs to automatically calculate payments from 

this data to remove manual, error-prone work. You can also 

embed Everee’s UIs, like pay stubs and tax documents, within 

your own app so workers never have to leave your experience. 

Unlike payroll API companies, Everee has a native app, which 

means you can run a pilot or test drive a sandbox experience 

with zero dev work. This removes risk from your evaluation 

process, giving you the chance to learn more about the software 

without sinking lots of time and money into a project.
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Why you need 
payroll for staffing, 
not payroll for 
“anyone”
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Payroll for staffing companies 
requires a nuanced approach. 
Solutions like Everee elevate payroll from the back office to 
being a strategic lever for the front and middle office, too. 

It harnesses the compliance expertise of legacy payroll 
companies, ensures swift worker payouts akin to earned wage 
access, and offers the flexibility facilitated by payroll APIs—
yet sidesteps the shortcomings inherent in each. 

Here are the key differences with payroll built for staffing:

• Compatible with your existing time and scheduling 
tools, that creates a single source of truth, increases data 
integrity, and frees employees from having to manually copy 
data from one system to the next.

• Ease of use, with the ability to easily make corrections for 
over- and under-payments and adjust taxes.

• Compliance tools that enable you to have accurate tax 
filings, overtime calculations and pay stubs when workers 
take shifts in multiple jurisdictions or states. 

• Ability to handle multiple shift rates even within the 
same pay period.

Legacy payroll

Staffing 
payroll

One-size-fits-all means 
clunky processes and paying 

for things you don’t need

Pay cards
& EWA

Faster pay but 
without the flexibility 

workers want

Payroll API 
companies
Customizable 
but with lots 
of dev work

Payroll for staffing sits at the intersection of these solutions. 
It’s full-service payroll with the option for daily payouts and 
technology tools that don’t require building from scratch.

Pay flexibility meets
operational ease
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• New hire onboarding automation to streamline 
tedious tasks and give employees more time to focus on 
important initiatives.

• Pay flexibility, which gives workers the option to receive 
money via direct deposit or by pay card if they want their 
funds even faster. 

• Support for faster pay cycles, as often as daily, for both 
1099 and W-2 workers, with the ability to get paid on 
evenings, weekends and holidays. 

• Per-payment or active worker pricing instead of 
charging for all workers, which enables staffing companies 
to maintain many temp workers in their systems while only 
paying for people who worked that month.

• Simple dev tools that allow you to embed the payroll 
experience in your own app or create custom integrations 
without a lot of work, plus a native app to pilot before 
committing to a development project. 

• Payroll finance to help you manage cash flow when your 
clients are on longer repayment schedules. 

When it comes to payroll, temporary staffing companies face 
unique challenges compared to other companies that rely on 
a permanent workforce. By adopting a payroll solution built 
specifically for staffing companies, agencies can rest comfortably 
knowing their complex needs are taken care of.
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Checklist: 
Evaluating payroll 
for staffing
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Since you’re reading these words, 
you’re no doubt interested in 
solving your payroll problems 
— or at least improving your 
approach to paying workers.
That being the case, there’s no better time than now to evaluate 

your existing payroll solution to see whether it’s truly meeting 

your needs. As you begin that process or search for new 

solutions, keep this checklist handy. 

Support for faster pay cycles (like daily and on holidays 
and weekends) 

Pay flexibility, giving workers the choice of when and how 
they get paid (e.g., direct deposit or pay cards)

The ability to easily make corrections for over- and 
under-payments and adjust taxes

Integration with or ability to ingest timesheet data

Tax filings and overtime calculations based on shift 
location vs. a static work or home address 

Automated workflows to speed up repetitive processes, 
like new hire onboarding

Per-payment or per-active worker pricing instead of 
charging for all workers in system

Can handle variable shift rates within one pay period 

Built-in payroll finance for working capital support

Open APIs and embeddable components to create a 
seamless worker experience without a bunch of dev work
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Make payroll 
your competitive 
advantage with 
Everee

C H A P T E R  F I V E
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Staffing agencies have a lot to 
juggle with payroll.
Not only is it difficult to stay on top of timesheets, you also have 

to manage variable pay rates, ensure workers are classified 

accurately, and comply with labor and tax laws. It’s a tall order 

any way you slice it — one that’s much more difficult without the 

right tools in place.

Everee is payroll software purpose-built for staffing companies. 

By investing in Everee, companies like yours can solve these 

challenges while also improving recruiting efforts and fill rates 

by giving workers the critical benefit of faster pay.  

As the only full-service payroll solution that offers same-day 

payouts to both W-2 and 1099 workers, Everee makes it easy to 

deal with the complexities inherent in paying contingent staff 

while staying compliant. 

We offer a unique pricing structure where you only pay for what 

you use and aren’t charged for every staff member you have 

in our system. We also offer a free pay card option, giving your 

employees more control over how and when they get paid while 

saving you money.

Designed with flexibility top of mind, Everee enables payroll 

teams to quickly upload timesheet data from any system or 

integrate via APIs. You can manage variable shift rates with 

ease, and our corrections tools make it simple to reconcile 

inaccuracies and adjust pay and taxes accordingly. 

Our proprietary compliance calculator is built for flexible work 

locations, ensuring taxes and overtime are calculated at the 

shift-location level instead of an employee’s default work or 

home address. 

Together, this functionality makes it much easier and faster to 

process payroll and ensure accurate payouts — every time.

We also offer built-in payroll finance via Everee Credit to help 

you manage cash flow when you’re dealing with extended client 

payment terms.

As more and more workers get accustomed to faster pay, 

staffing companies that are slower to embrace the future of 

payroll will have a hard time attracting and retaining talent. 

By making the move to Everee, you can position your business 

to win the war for talent while keeping your team happy and 

engaged and ensuring your clients are delighted. It’s an easy way 

to transform your business, impress your workers, and increase 

your margins.
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Is your payroll    
solution lacking? 
Everee can help. Learn how 
we can meet your needs by 
requesting a demo today.

https://www.everee.com/get-started/
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